
Partner Overview
About 2600Hz

2600Hz is a leading provider of cloud-based unified communications and collaboration software and services 

to resellers, service providers, enterprises, carriers, and more. Since 2010, 2600Hz has empowered partners 

to offer feature-rich UCaaS, CPaaS, CCaaS, mobile, and remote collaboration solutions to end users across the 

world using our open core platform, KAZOO. Our partners can do business their way and can customize every 

part of their UC solution including pricing, branding, customer offerings, and more. 

2600Hz Products & Services

Our pre-built apps provide powerful telecom functionality to administrators, end users, and developers alike. We’ve 
done the hard work for you — all of the features and functionality you need are built in to our easy-to-use apps.  

Reseller Apps 
White labeling, account management, callflows & more. PBX Toolsuite 

Call Center, User Portal, PBX & more.

Advanced Telecom Applications 
BYOC, Debug, PBX Connector & more.

Developer Tools 
Enabling Automation & Customization.

Integrations 
Google Drive, Slack, Hubspot, Zapier & more.

Mobile & Remote Collaboration Tools 
Desktop app, mobile app & T-Mobile integration.



What is KAZOO?

KAZOO is 2600Hz’s unified communications platform that offers UCaaS, CPaaS, and CCaaS solutions. 

KAZOO can be completely white labelled and is backed by advanced carrier grade security and reliability. 

As our flagship product, which is used internationally by telcom resellers, Service Providers and Fortune 

500 companies, KAZOO is a true end-to-end solution that offers all of the communication and collaboration 

tools businesses need to be successful, including a full enterprise-PBX, video conferencing, a next-gen call 

center, and a wide range of other services. KAZOO’s unique multi-tenant architecture is distributed and truly 

geo-redundant, which creates best-in-class reliability. Designed to scale effortlessly, KAZOO features 300+ 

open APIs for our partners to build their own integrations and automations, not only enabling them to bring a 

custom solution to market that fits the needs of the industries and niches they target but also offering them a 

competitive advantage in those markets.

KAZOO’s completely distributed architecture means nodes are seamlessly redundant to the 

cluster, so failover is automated and there are no hot backups or database outages to worry 

about like with traditional architecture. 
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2600Hz Solutions

KAZOO is deployable worldwide, and can be deployed in 2600Hz data centers or in your own. Depending 

on your needs and requirements, there is a deployment suite that is right for your business. No matter which 

deployment solution you choose, you get a completely white labeled and extensible platform tailored to your 

business needs. 

Hosted Platform 
U.S. Hosted Cloud Options

2600Hz offers KAZOO as a secure hosted service in the US-48. Our triple geo-redundant cloud is run on high 

performance dedicated servers in Tier 1 datacenters to provide 5x9’s uptime and reliability. Carrier services 

are available through multiple peering & direct connection arrangements with Tier 1 Carriers & Network 

Providers, so partners are protected from single vendor outages.

Private Cloud & Global Infrastructure  
Dedicated U.S. & International Options

Deploy KAZOO’s geo-redundant, clustered architecture on your own private cloud or inside your own data 

center. These options let you enjoy complete control over your solution, network, and carrier providers. 

2600Hz offers several deployment options and sizes, and installations can be customized to your needs.
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For additional information, please contact your Account Executive or 

 email sales@2600hz.com. 

Hosted Platform Global Infrastructure

Perfect for SMBs such as 

resellers, MSPs, or anyone else 

looking for a turnkey unified 

communucation solution 

without the hassle. With our 

white labeled interface and 

easy setup, you can bring a 

solution to market immediately 

under your own brand.

Ideal for mid-large Service 

Providers or Enterprises in 

the U.S. looking for a private, 

secure, and fast system. Let 

2600Hz manage the servers 

and uptime so you can deploy 

quickly and reliably to your 

users.

Perfect for clients who 

prefer to bring their own 

infrastructure (data center 

or cloud). Let 2600Hz install, 

monitor, and support your 

Cluster 24x7, so you can focus 

on your end users and not 

on uptime or cost.  Private 

network and international 

deployments supported.

“The platform 2600Hz has built provides powerful toolsets 
to deliver cutting edge, scalable telephony solutions to 
business of all sizes. KAZOO allows VirtualPBX to  
deliver unique solutions to the market, faster than  
traditional technology platforms.”

- Lon Baker, VirtualPBX

Private Cloud &  
Private Cloud Plus


